Anagrams in sentences
Complete the sentences by rearranging the letters in capitals to make a word.
The children NUFOD the science exam tricky.
1.

Mum packed sandwiches and cakes for the NICIPC.

2.

The crowd DEHEECR as the striker scored his amazing goal.

3.

Richard finally passed his driving test after three DEFILA attempts.

4.

Sophie couldn’t WOODLAND her homework because the internet wasn’t working.

5.

Luckily no one was hurt, when Mount Etna DEPTURE on the
17th February 2021.

6.

Every year, millions of animals migrate to AWMERR climates.

7.

The children were excited because an author was MOCNGI to
school.

8.

Jem rode his RECOOST to school every day.

9.

The children made TCAASNDSLES on the beach.

10. The police took SPIFNERGRINT after the robbery.
11. President Parks was LECETDE for the second year running.
12. The EAFIGRF was Ahmed’s favourite animal at the zoo.
13. Mum helped Josh to tie his CASOEHSLES.
14. Maggie was excited because she was going to see the TAMMOIENP at the theatre.

15. You must be LUARECF when crossing the road.
16. Max did not think it was YARSEENCS to wear his coat.
17. Dad DEESRT his swollen ankle over the weekend.
18. In school, the children were LANGERIN about the Solar system.

19. Kim went to the hospital for an TPOORINA.
20. The PATCAYIC of Wembley Stadium is ninety thousand.
21. I visit the CONAITIP every two years for a check-up.
22. My dentist gave me a LNIFGIL last time I went.
23. Timmy had a pet MRTASHE named Ben.
24. The CHATREE helped them learn their words for the end of
term play.
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Anagrams in sentences
Complete the sentences by rearranging the letters in capitals to make a word.
The children NUFOD the science exam tricky.
1.

The TIPOL will have to land the plane near the beach.

2.

The DLSSERIO had to march onto the parade ground every
morning.

3.

Richard finally passed his driving test after three DEFILA attempts.

4.

It takes less LUSSCEM to smile than frown.

5.

The children put a FRACS around the neck of the snowman.

6.

A MALCE is able to travel a long way without water.

7.

In court the GUJED decides the sentence for the prisoner.

8.

In two days time we will be going on YDIOALH.

9.

Mum and dad bought me a new MARCH for my bracelet.

10. The ACOST is the edge of the land where it meets the sea.
11. When we go on holiday we will go to the ACHEB.
12. The American GLAF is called The Stars and Stripes.
13. The scouts were challenged to make a GRIBED over the
14. ‘What is the time?’ My CHAWT has broken!
15. The LABONOL glided silently into the sky as the girl let go.
16. Tam came first in the butterfly at the MNSIGIMW competi-

17. ICSTEALTH is my favourite part of the Olympics Games.
18. Be careful the path is very PYREILSP.
19. The car DIEDSDK to a stop at the traffic lights.
20. The GYAURRBL took place in the dead of night when all were
21. Mina won the GTAIKNS competition with a perfect 10.
22. It is important to be VTEICA to keep happy and healthy.
23. The toddler DLEIKFC her dinner across the room.
24. As a child you have to have lots of SJEINOITNC to prevent
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